
 
 
July 21, 2016 
 
Subject: Quotation invited for purchase of tools and consumables for Audio- Video skill training   
 
Broadcast Engineering Consultants India Limited, a Public Sector Enterprise, under the Ministry of Information 
and Broadcasting invites quotations for purchase of tools and consumables for Audio- Video skill training at 
BECIL Bhawan, Noida.  
 
The detail description of requirements is given below:- 
 

Sr. no. Tools Quantity 

1.  Automatic Cable Stripper (PGWS-100) 2 pieces 

2.  Coaxial cable cutter for RG 59, 58 11 Pieces 

3.  Coaxial cable stripper for BNC 11 Pieces 

4.  Coaxial cable stripper for F connector 11 Pieces 

5.  Coaxial crimp tool for Ideal make omniseal PROXL 30-793 2 Pieces 

6.  Crimper automotive PROSKIT 8PK-301F1 10 Pieces 

7.  Temp. controlled soldering station WSD81 11 Pieces 

8.  RJ 45 Crimper 10 Pieces 

9.  Small Vice for connectorization and soldering 11 Pieces 

10.  Side cutter Taparia 1101-6 2 Pieces 

11.  Long Nose Plier (DREBON make DB-LNP-6) 5 Pieces 

12.  solder sucker 11 Pieces 

13.  Pick and scribe set 11 Pieces 

14.  Heat Shrink gun 11 Pieces 

15.  cable label marker 11 Pieces 

16.  safety glasses 11 Pieces 

17.  Digital Multi-meter (EQ- DM 360A) 1 Pieces 

18.  Insulated spade lugs 11 Pieces 

19.  
4 outlet spike guard (Good Quality Electrical Extension with 3 meter wire 
minimum) 

11 Pieces 

20.  
Small plastic box for keeping 10-12 connectors (such as BNC, F 
connector, RJ45, XLR etc) with 6 compartments. 

11 Pieces 

21.  Tool Box 11 Pieces 

22.  Flight Case* 11 Pieces 

Consumables 

23.  RG59 BNC crimp connector 100 pieces 

24.  RG59 BNC compression connector 100 pieces 

25.  RG59 F crimp connector 100 pieces 

26.  Pheonix connector 3 pole 3.81mm pitch 100 pieces 

27.  Speakon NL4FX (Neutrik) 100 pieces 

28.  RJ45 connector 100 pieces 

29.  NC3MXX  XLR connector (Neutrik) 100 pieces 

30.  NC3FXX XLR connector (Neutrik) 100 pieces 

31.  Belden 8761  1 roll (305 meter) 



 
32.  Belden 1505A 1 roll (305 meter) 

33.  figure 8 cable speaker  100 meter 

34.  Belden 8471 1 roll (305 meter) 

35.  Insulation Tape 11 Pieces 

36.  Soldering iron tip cleaner 11 Pieces 

37.  Solder braid 11 Pieces 

38.  Lead free solder 250gms 11 Pieces 

39.  Heat shrink sleeve 1 standard roll 

 
*Good Quality and sturdy flight case made of fiber material to accommodate above tools and items is 
required. The flight should have locking facility and 360˚ rotation wheels and is capable of safe 
transportation via air, rail and road. 
 
Terms & Conditions: 

 

1) All the above mentioned tools should be of reputed make and model such as Stanley, Taparia, Philips, 

Pressmaster etc. Sub-standard/local items of the above mentioned requirements will not be accepted by 

BECIL. 

2) It is mandatory to specify the make and model of the tools offered in your quotation. 

3) The percentage and amount of applicable taxes must be clear in quotation and should be mentioned 

separately in the quotation.  

4) Tool box should be of good quality and should be of size that one piece of all the above mentioned tools 

can be placed in an organized manner. 

5) The price per item of the above mentioned requirement will be quoted in INR. 

6) All the above mentioned items will be delivered at BECIL Bhawan, Noida and delivery charges (if any) 

will be require to be mentioned in the quotation by the respective bidders. 

7) Delivery period will be seven days from the date of issue of work order to the lowest bidder. 

8) EMD amount of Rs. 25,000/- in the form DD/cheque drawn in favor of Broadcast Engineering 

Consultants India Ltd. is to be submitted along with the bids. 

9) It should be noted that, item-wise lowest bidder will be selected for placing the purchase order of 

respective items. 

10) BECIL reserves the right to alter/ modify both items/quantity mentioned in this enquiry at any state of the 

bidding process and issue of purchase order. 

11) The price of Flight case will not be considered for the commercial evaluation.   

 

Quotations addressed to undersigned by name in sealed cover along with EMD must reach us at 
“Broadcast Engineering Consultants India Ltd., C 56 A/17, Sector-62, Noida-201307 on or before August 
01, 2016 1500 Hrs. and to be opened at 1530 Hrs. on same day.  
 
Prospective bidders are requested to go through BECIL website (www.becil.com) time to time for any 
updated information. 
 
 
 
 
          -S/D- 
   Prateek Katoch 
(Assistant Manager) 

http://www.becil.com/

